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Introduction 

 In 2015, New Balance aimed to bond Bostonians together with their “Nobody Runs 

Like Boston” Campaign, an integrated marketing communications (IMC) effort that utilized 

the publicity model of public relations. “Integrated marketing communication integrates 

everything that helps a company to promote its business and position its product in the 

market.” New Balance utilized advertising, social media, special events, sales promotion, 

and various types of public relations within their Nobody Runs Like Boston campaign.  

IMC works by looking at things from the consumer prospective, “It’s a new way of 

looking at the whole, where once we only saw parts such as advertising, public relations, 

sales promotion, purchasing, employee communications, and so forth. It’s realigning 

communications to look at it the way a customer sees it – as a flow of information from 

indistinguishable sources (Hendrix, Kumar, & Hayes, 2013, p. 318).” The Nobody Runs Like 

Boston campaign followed this view of IMC. The entire theme of the campaign and its 

messages derived from their target audience while also promoting their product and brand 

and therefore making a direct link between the company and their consumer.  

Press agentry and publicity is commonly used in sports and product promotion. 

Nobody Runs Like Boston followed this model specifically by providing information to its 

publics and using media to promote their messages and products. Through the publicity 
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model, New Balance integrated the Yale Attitude Change Approach Theory, which uses 

source credibility, media, and consistent messaging to “persuade audiences to learn new 

information, change attitudes or beliefs, and influence behavior change (Shelton, 2015).” 

Through persuasive messaging across all communication methods New Balance was able 

to reinforce the brand identity they have worked hard to build and inspire a desired behavior 

and audience participation among their target public.   

The Goal  
	  

The main goal of an IMC campaign is “to influence or directly affect the behavior of 

the selected communications audience. In sum the IMC process starts with the customer or 

prospect and then works back to determine and define the forms and methods through 

which persuasive communications programs should be developed (Shultz, 1993).”  

The concept behind the Nobody Runs Like Boston campaign was to draw attention 

to Boston’s unique running heritage and highlight the attributes that make its residents and  

one-of-a-kind – especially when it comes to training for the big race. New Balance’s roots 

are in Boston and remain there today. Many of their shoes and athletic apparel is sill 

manufactured in their Brighton facility, just outside of Boston, and in 2015, plans were drawn 

for their $500 million headquarters to be built in the city. The campaign “paid homage to the 

marathon being right in their backyard (Emily Bucci, personal communication, 2015).”  
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 Although New Balance has been quickly expanding in recent years, climbing the 

ranks in the athletic retailing industry, the company wants to be known as a local supporter. 

Boston will always be the company’s home, and the marathon gives them a great 

opportunity to show their Boston pride and bring inner-city runners and marathon spectators 

alike, together.  

Situation Analysis  
	  

On April 18, 1972 the city of Boston hosted their 76th annual marathon. It was a big 

milestone for the race; it would be the first time women participants were “officially” 

acknowledged in the competition (The New York Times Company, 2006). On that same 

day, New Balance Athletic Shoe reached what would become the biggest milestone in their 

company’s history. Jim Davis bought the small Boston-based company, which would soon 

become one of America’s largest privately owned companies (“Jim Davis and Family”, 

2015).  

 Fast-forward 43 years and “Marathon Monday” continues to be a big deal for New 

Balance, which still calls Boston its home. In 2015, Boston Marathon observers were asked 

who they believed was the sponsor of the Marathon that year. Although Adidas is the official 

marathon sponsor, many gave New Balance as their answer, thanks this IMC campaign 

New Balance launched in the months prior to the 118th annual marathon.  
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 Bostonians are booming with pride for their city, a landmark of New England. New 

Balance saw what made Boston special, and therefore what makes its residents special 

and used this to run a successful campaign. In the research phase of the campaign, New 

Balance should have performed a SWOT analysis to identify the strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities and threats to the company and their brand.  

Strengths and weaknesses refer to the traits, conditions and situations within the 

company, whereas the opportunities and threats are externally focused. “The idea is to 

leverage the strengths and opportunities and address the weaknesses and threats” to 

identify what the key problems and opportunities are and then how to overcome or take 

advantage of them in the campaign (Moriarty, Mitchell, and Wells, 2014, p. 537). The chart 

above shows what a SWOT analysis of New Balance at the time of the campaign might 

have looked like.  

Strengths Weaknesses 

- Known for American-made, high 
quality running shoes 

- Good understanding of consumers 
wants and needs 

- Less brand recognition than 
competitors 

- Not a “fashion icon” as other 
athletic brands (Nike, Adidas) 

Opportunity Threats 

- Boston-born company 
- Boston Marathon is in their 

backyard 
- Connect consumer to brand 

- Not official sponsor of Boston 
Marathon 

- Not willing to use any 
“gimmicks”, including celebrity 

endorsement 
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 Because Boston is home to New Balance, the company had an upper hand in 

creating a campaign that focused specifically on the community of which they were already 

part of. They knew where the most foot traffic in the city is, where they should place their 

ads, which media to contact, and most importantly, they knew exactly who their target 

audience was. What makes the campaign, and previous New Balance campaigns for the 

Boston Marathon, unique, is they do not target the runners of the marathon exclusively. 

Although the company is a shoemaker at heart, they designed this campaign to entice 

runners, spectators, and Bostonians in general, already having realized that on “Marathon 

Monday” everyone is a runner at heart.  

 Based on previous marathon-based campaigns, New Balance already knew what 

worked and what didn’t concerning advertising, social media, and promotion. Based on the 

publicity model, New Balance would be considered successful in this endeavor if they 

increased their press coverage – whether the stories were on their unique advertising 

campaign or on their new shoe launch, any positive, attention-grabbing media coverage 

was wanted. In press agentry, there is not much research done about publics, they really 

only consider the media outlets they are pitching to (Shelton, 2015).  

 However, since media relations was only a single aspect of the overall IMC plan, 

more research should have been conducted on their target audience: Bostonians. The 
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research conducted by New Balance for this particular campaign is unknown. Determining 

the characteristics, attitudes, interests, and motivations of their consumer would have 

helped to determine which strategies and tactics would have aided in changing consumer 

attitudes and getting them to perform a desired behavior, such as using the social media 

hashtag created for the campaign or purchasing the limited edition shoe that was released 

in coordination with the campaign (Moriarty, Mitchell, and Wells, 2014).  

When it came to their new running shoe, the Fresh Foam Zante, more research had 

to be done. From consumer feedback, New Balance knew that runners were looking for a 

soft and smooth run regardless of their pace and surface they are running on. New Balance 

combined their already established “fresh foam” technology with research that came from 

“studying foot strike and impact tendencies of runners, while running at a slightly faster 

pace” to take the Fresh Foam Zante to the next level (New Balance, 2014).  

New Balance has always released a limited edition shoe to accompany their annual 

campaign for the marathon. However, with 

the Fresh Foam Zante being an entirely new 

product, New Balance saw the opportunity 

to tie the shoe to the marathon, inner-city 

runners, and Bostonians. What better way to 

Figure 1 
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do that than to display Boston’s unique vernacular on the sole of the shoe? Not only was the 

Boston skyline depicted on the inside sole, but the word “Fastah” was boldly written across 

the bottom (as seen in Figure 1), embracing the infamous Bostonian accent. New Balance 

chose to highlight the characteristics of the city and it’s people in more ways than one. In 

order to keep their reputation as a “hometown” company as they continue to grow and 

expand, becoming familiar with Boston’s heritage, the challenges runners face in the city, 

and its infamous landmarks was vital to the success of the campaign.  

Theme  

In order to unite Bostonians using the Boston Marathon and their new sneaker, New 

Balance needed to come up with a theme that everyone could relate to: Nobody Runs Like 

Boston became the theme that all messages were centered around. Their main messages 

revolved around all the things that made the city and the marathon unique. Similarly to their 

2014 Love Boston campaign, New Balance made 

their brand about their consumer. Instead of trying 

to convince consumers to become loyal to their 

brand, they became loyal to their audience. 

“Nobody Runs Like Boston” was the prevalent 

message of this campaign. The tagline, which 

Figure 2 
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combined the text with New Balance’s logo, was used in virtually all advertisements and 

collateral material, almost becoming a logo for the campaign itself. There were three other 

messages seen on advertisements: 1. Only Boston makes you train with three feet, 2. Only 

Boston’s doubleheader includes a marathon, and 3. Only in Boston do a million people take 

the day off so 30,000 can work. These messages were consistent with the theme Nobody 

Runs Like Boston and also encouraged the use of their tagline Only In Boston on social 

media platforms.  

Objectives & Strategy  

	   This campaign had many different parts to it, as IMC campaigns always do. But the 

main objectives should remain the same across all facets of communication over the 

course of the campaign. According to The New Launch Plan, when creating objectives for a 

campaign it is important to consider what the “desired actions and reactions” of the 

Figure 3 
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campaign are, how you will measure the success of the campaign, and what a “home run” 

would be for the campaign (Schneider & Hall, 2010). IMC can use both impact and output 

objectives. Impact objectives of an IMC campaign typically consist of informing and or 

modifying stakeholder’s attitudes and behaviors while output objectives consist of 

measurable efforts (Hendrix et. al., 2013).   

 Although in most forms of public relations objectives need to have a time frame, 

many IMC efforts are on going.  Although this campaign had a beginning and end, it’s 

effects were meant to last even after the marathon was over. New Balance had a number 

of objectives that could be evaluated, but were not time constricted, for their campaign. 

Figure 3 illustrates the different types of consumer responses that should be 

created by any effective brand messaging in an IMC campaign. Perception, emotion, 

persuasion, behavior, association, and cognition are the six factors that directly influence 

the responses of consumers and need to be considered when setting objectives, and later, 

when evaluating effectiveness (Moriarty et. al., 2015). Keeping these desired results in 

mind, New Balance created a number of different objectives for this campaign that were 

aimed to produce some or all of these responses from their audience.  

First, New Balance wanted to create an association between their brand, the Boston 

Marathon, and the city of Boston. Although New Balance is not an official sponsor of the 
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marathon, the company aimed to be the unofficial sponsor of the city’s runners. The 

campaign intended to keep New Balance at the forefront of people’s minds before and 

during the marathon and be recognized as being a vital part of the marathon. Similarly, New 

Balance also wanted to pay homage to the city they were born and bred in and its running 

heritage. Keeping the perception that New Balance was Boston’s athletic shoe company as 

they continue to expand is important. They want to be seen as part of the community – this 

combined with the obvious reason that marathons bring in runners, was a factor in choosing 

to use the Boston Marathon as the event to drive their campaign.  

Additionally, New Balance wanted to increase awareness of their brand and 

products. Generating press coverage falls under this objective. As with any publicity 

campaign, creating awareness for your organization and/or products is one of the main 

goals. Because source credibility is cited as one of the most effective strategies in IMC, 

generating meaningful and engaging press coverage would be vital in boosting awareness 

credibility (Hendrix et. al., 2013). This campaign would serves as a brand 

awareness/recognition campaign gaining publicity for the company in general, but also as 

the launch of their new product. Increasing awareness of these two activities was important 

for the brand and would ultimately affect the company’s bottom line.  
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Lastly, New Balance wanted to encourage consumer participation and engagement. 

Audience participation and two-way communication are effective strategies on IMC 

according to best practices. In the 2014 Love Boston Campaign, New Balance was able to 

get customers through the doors of local stores to purchase product, engage online via 

social media, and attend events leading up to the marathon. This same type of audience 

participation was needed to make Nobody Runs Like Boston a success. Giving their 

audience and consumers a chance to participate in the campaign on social media, the 

opportunity to attend events and motivation to visit their stores further strengthened the 

bond they were trying to forge with the community.  

Tactics & Implementation 

Public Relations  

 As a publicity-focused campaign, media relations played a large role in the success 

of Nobody Runs Like Boston. As previously stated, generating media coverage for the 

campaign and the Fresh Foam Zante sneaker launch was a major objective. Media 

coverage is important in a case like this because typically news media placements such as 

news stories, features, editorials, etc., “are viewed as more trusted information sources by 

readers, viewers, and listeners…the resulting story sounds more credible because it has 

been filtered and deemed newsworthy,” resulting in third-party credibility.  
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 The campaign itself would benefit mostly from getting coverage in mass media 

outlets, such as the Boston Globe, or Boston-based news channels. However, the product 

launch would gain more source credibility if it were covered in niche media outlets, such as 

running magazines.  

Two important press releases came out of the New Balance PR department 

concerning this campaign. The first was about the debut of the Fresh Foam Zante shoe. 

The press release was most likely sent to niche media which New Balance had a previously 

established relationship with, such as Women’s Running, Footwear News, and 

Competitor.com, who later ranked the Fresh Foam Zante as 2015’s road sneaker of the 

year. The second press release came the following day, announcing the start of the Nobody 

Runs Like Boston campaign. The release was geared towards both mass media and niche 

media and included information about the campaign and limited edition sneaker.  

Additional press releases were not necessary. Once the campaign kicked-off it 

generated its own awareness (especially through it’s advertising). Media outlets, including 

print, online, and broadcast covered the campaign after its start. The two press releases 

can be read in their entirety on pages 23-25.  
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Advertising 

 Visual communication is an important component to any IMC effort. “Generally, 

visuals are better at getting and keeping attention than words. Visuals persist in the mind 

because people generally remember 

messages as visual fragments (Moriarty 

et. al., 2015).” New Balance hired Nail 

Communications based in Providence, 

R.I. to assist them in their advertising 

campaign. Nail wanted to personalize the ads to the city. Not only did they place their ads in 

iconic Boston locations, such as the stairs of the Prudential Center, virtually every MBTA 

station and line, surrounding Fenway Park, and along the entire marathon route, but the 

messages also added to the Boston-theme. Visuals help achieve the desired responses 

discussed in the Objectives section and shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the ad on the 

stairs of the prudential center (more advertising examples found on page 26-27). In fact, 

“print designers have found that a picture in a print layout captures more than twice as 

many readers as a headline does (Moriarty et. al., 2015).” Additionally, the use of bold, 

catchy advertisements actually helped get the campaign even more media attention. Even 

Figure 4 
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the Boston Globe made note of the unique advertisements in an article from April 2014 (see 

entire article on page 28):  

“Adidas is the shoe sponsor of the Boston Marathon, but don’t tell 
that to New Balance. Once again, the local shoe company is plastering 
streets and transit stations with a new marketing campaign timed to the 
Marathon. New Balance’s 2015 campaign, “Nobody Runs Like Boston,” 
plays off the city’s running heritage and culture. 

This week, the Brighton shoe manufacturer will take over the 
MBTA’s Park Street Station and bus shelters throughout the city with 
advertisements. The ads will feature taglines such as “Only Boston Makes 
You Train With Three Feet,” alluding to a historic snowfall this winter, and 
“Only in Boston Do A Million People Take The Day Off So 30,000 Can 
Work,” making light of Marathon Monday’s holiday status (Luna, 2015).” 

 
 

Social Media 

 All advertisements and collateral material encouraged consumers to share why they 

thought “nobody runs like Boston” through the hashtag #OnlyInBoston. Social media is a 

growing trend in product launches and IMC campaigns. “Social media allows marketers to 

engage customers in a conversation…social media can drive “buzz”, and disseminate new 

product news faster that a news release (Schneider & Hall, 2010).” 

 Social media outlets such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram are great ways to 

get consumers involved in the campaign. Nobody Runs Like Boston used social media to 

further promote their advertisements, communicate directly with consumers, and even 
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incorporated social media usage into special events. Additionally, “having lost trust in 

traditional media sources, people are turning to one another for recommendations and 

referrals,” turning social media into increased source credibility (Schneider & Hall, 2010). 

Social media created awareness for the campaign, and therefore the brand, and once 

again made a direct association between New Balance and Boston.  

Special Events  

 New Balance encouraged further audience participation by planning a number of 

special events for consumers to attend. First of all, the limited edition Fresh Foam Zante 

show was only available in the Boston New Balance Stores and Retailers, so the debut of 

the shoe turned into an event itself. Also encouraging people to walk through their brick and 

mortar stores, consumers could get their Instagram photos using the #OnlyInBoston 

printed in stores. Other smaller in-store events were also implemented.  

 New Balance also set up a booth at the John Hancock Sports & Fitness Expo, where 

visitors could create and print out support signs for friends and family members running in 

the marathon to cheer them on. Customers were also able to customize their purchases 

and then share their purchases and signs via social media. On the day of the marathon, a 

slightly more exclusive event was held at the Lenox Hotel featuring Boston-themed foods, 

music, and more.  
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Sales Promotion 

	   In IMC, a linking a product launch to a special event can be a very effective strategy 

(Schneider & Hall, 2010). Many companies chose to host a grand opening or grad reveal, 

and although New Balance chose to debut their sneaker in stores on a specific day, the 

entire creation of the shoe was linked to a much larger event: the Boston Marathon. 

Consider what may have happened if New Balance released the shoe, no limited edition, on 

any other day. Would it have been voted the top shoe of 2015?  

 Steve Jobs was a master of this. His product launch events generating millions of 

dollars in free publicity. Creating special events out of milestones, like New Balance did with 

the introduction of their new ‘fresh foam” technology and the launch of the new sneaker 

generates its own publicity. New Balance then took it a step further by connecting the 

product to a world-famous event by releasing the limited edition version of the shoe. A 

special tee-shirt collection was also released during this campaign and referred to on New 

Balance’s website as “The Boston Tee Party.” 

 Creating a link between the sneaker launch and the marathon not only created an 

association between the brand and its city, it also reinforced the perception that New 

Balance shoes are made for real runners. New Balance has grown into an athletic 

company, but still recognized its roots and specialty in making high-quality running shoes. 
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The association between the new sneaker and one of the biggest marathons in the world 

makes an obvious link between running and New Balance products. 	  	  

	   Additionally, it has becoming increasingly important to make product launches 

“customer centric.” “Products need to be closely connected to what the consumer wants, 

not just what the company can offer.” This entire campaign focused on the consumer, as 

should the product. In the research phase of the shoe design, consumer input was taken 

into consideration. By framing the product as the perfect shoe for training in the city the link 

between the sneaker and marathon strengthened. By then going on to release a Boston-

themed version of the product, the link to the brand and the city itself was further 

established.  

Evaluation 

 Looking back to the six factors considered when making objectives (perception, 

emotion, cognition, association, behavior, and persuasion) it is evident that the Nobody 

Runs Like Boston Campaign was a success. Overall, the campaign connected the brand to 

the city, let consumers feel, understand, and believe the pride New Balance has for its home 

town, and caused consumers to act on those realizations and purchase New Balance’s 

products.  
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 Through their new product launch and advertisements, New Balance successfully 

made a concrete association between their brand and the Boston Marathon. That 

association was expanded to include the entire city of Boston through their use of the 

hashtag #OnlyInBoston and the unique messaging in their advertisements such as “only 

Boston makes you train with three feet” and “only Boston’s doubleheader includes a 

marathon.” In a video produced by Nail Communications, when marathon attendees were 

asked who sponsored the Boston Marathon, the answer was almost always New Balance. 

 New Balance achieved a lot of press coverage from the campaign as well, 

increasing brand awareness and credibility. The campaign was covered in The Boston 

Globe, on Boston.com, Footwear News, Boston Magazine, Runner’s World, and more. The 

launch of the Fresh Foam Zante was covered in a variety of media outlets, including 

Women’s Running, Men’s Running, and Runnersworld.com.  

 Last but not least, New Balance successfully engaged their consumers in a variety 

of ways. On social media their #OnlyInBoston hashtag was used millions of times and 

continues to be used. Boston stores experienced increased foot traffic and the limited-

edition shoe sold well. Through special events and social media, New Balance succeeded 

in getting customers directly involved in their campaign.  
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 The ultimate success of this campaign is apparent in one Boston.com article: “In 

most places, runners train to get faster. In Boston, they work to get fastah. New Balance 

understands the difference (Andrede, 2015).” 
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Press Releases 

New Balance "Nobody Runs Like Boston" Campaign 

Source: New Balance  
Date: April 2, 2015  

The campaign features Boston themed limited edition footwear and apparel, out-of-home advertising and 
social media elements designed to engage and inspire 

BOSTON (April 2, 2015) – Global athletic leader New Balance today announced its “Nobody Runs Like 
Boston.” campaign that is dedicated to its hometown city. The campaign highlights the brand’s unique running 
heritage that is synonymous with the city. The campaign features Boston themed limited edition footwear and 
apparel, out-of-home advertising and social media elements designed to engage and inspire. 

“Every April we are thrilled to create a campaign that celebrates our city and the sport of running,” said Jeff 
McAdams, Head of Global Running Marketing at New Balance.  “We developed this campaign to highlight the 
unique running heritage in Boston and to celebrate the spring running season. Running is at the core of what 
we do at New Balance and every year we look forward to welcoming the international running community to 
our city.” 

The focus of the New Balance campaign this year points out that “Nobody Runs Like Boston.” and aims to 
show the distinct attributes of the brand’s hometown. Additional taglines that draw attention to Boston’s 
running heritage are “Only Boston Makes You Train With Three Feet,” “Only in Boston Do A Million People 
Take The Day Off So 30,000 Can Work.” and “Only Boston’s Doubleheader Includes A Marathon.”. New 
Balance’s social campaign encourages consumers to share why they think Boston is an iconic running city by 
using the hashtag #OnlyBoston. 

New Balance is offering a limited edition version of the award-winning Fresh Foam Zante that is inspired by 
Boston and its unparalleled love for running. The Limited Edition Fresh Foam Zante Boston pays homage to 
the city with features such as the Boston skyline in the shoe’s insole and the word “FASTAH” emblazoned on 
the sole, with the infamous Boston accent making it the quintessential performance choice for runners. This 
next generation of Fresh Foam fits like a glove while providing a snappy, yet incredibly smooth heel to toe 
transition, helping runners feel fast no matter what pace. The Limited Edition Fresh Foam Zante Boston retails 
for $115.00 and is available at select Boston-based retailers including New Balance Boston, Marathon Sports, 
City Sports, the New Balance booth at the John Hancock Sports & Fitness Expo, and online at 
www.newbalance.com. 

New Balance is launching its out-of-home Boston takeover with exterior back lit bus shelter wraps, in-race 
media including light pole banners, MBTA-station dominations and race barricades. For the second year, the 
New Balance campaign will be featured at the Prudential Center through multiple interior wallscapes, an 
exterior banner and staircase advertisements that draw attention to the tough and dedicated runners who 
flock to Boston’s streets every year. 
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Visitors to the New Balance booth at the John Hancock Sports & Fitness Expo will be able to customize their 
purchases and print out support signs for their friends and family to cheer them on as they run the streets of 
Boston. Runners can also share the custom support signs via social media, enabling them to share the words 
of encouragement with their social networks. 

New Balance branded initiatives with Boston-based brands the Lenox Hotel, boloco, Thinking Cup, Harpoon 
Brewery and Roxy’s Grilled Cheese help round out the campaign. Leading up to the launch of this campaign 
New Balance also worked with run specialty retailer, Marathon Sports for the “Last Long Run” in late March 
where they provided one-way transportation to Route 135 in Ashland while offering bag check and fuel along 
the route to Boylston Street.  

The “Nobody Runs Like Boston.” campaign was developed by Nail Communications of Providence, RI who 
began working with New Balance in 2014. 

About New Balance:  

New Balance, headquartered in Boston, MA has the following mission: Demonstrating responsible leadership, 
we build global brands that athletes are proud to wear, associates are proud to create and communities are 
proud to host. New Balance is the only major company to make or assemble more than 4 million pairs of 
athletic footwear per year in the USA, which represents a limited portion of our US sales. Where the domestic 
value is at least 70%, we label our shoes Made in the USA. New Balance owns five factories in New England 
and one in Flimby, U.K. New Balance employs more than 4,000 associates around the globe, and in 2013 
reported worldwide sales of $2.73 billion. To learn more about New Balance, please 
visit www.newbalance.com 
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Press Releases (Cont.) 

New Balance Debuts Fresh Foam Zante for January 2015 

Source: New Balance 
Date: April 1, 2015 

BOSTON, April 2014 – This Spring 2015, Boston-based New Balance will add to the Fresh Foam collection 
with the Fresh Foam Zante. Data driven design combined with the smarts of a human designer come together 
once again to create a smooth ride that gives you a quick feel with all the qualities of Fresh Foam in a 
different running experience. The Fresh Foam Zante will launch in March 2015 with a suggested retail price of 
$99.95 

Fresh Foam Zante is the everyday running shoe for runners seeking a smooth underfoot feel and a fast 
feeling transition through their stride. Fresh Foam Zante represents an evolution of the Fresh Foam collection, 
designed to take care of the runner in an exciting new way by providing a unique underfoot feel in a truly soft, 
lightweight and flexible package. 

Applying the same software aided design process as the Fresh Foam Road and Trail, the New Balance design 
team took Fresh Foam Zante to the next level by studying foot strike and impact tendencies of runners, while 
running at a slightly faster pace. Engineered on a new, more form fitting last with a 6mm midsole offset[i], 
Fresh Foam Zante aims to provide runners with a more aggressive toe spring while bringing them slightly lower 
to the ground compared to its Fresh Foam 980 counterpart. A bootie construction delivers a smooth, sleek 
wrap on the foot with no-sew overlays and a breathable air mesh to complete the clean, technical upper 
design. 

Fresh Foam Zante takes the soft, ultra plush ride found in the original Fresh Foam model and engineers a fast 
feeling, responsive ride that will appeal to runners looking for that smooth and soft shoe. 

About New Balance: 

New Balance, headquartered in Boston, MA has the following mission: Demonstrating responsible leadership, 
we build global brands that athletes are proud to wear, associates are proud to create and communities are 
proud to host.  New Balance is currently the only major shoe company that manufactures athletic footwear in 
the U.S.; in 2013, 1 out of every 4 pairs of shoes we sold in the U.S. was made or assembled here.  New 
Balance owns five factories in New England and one in Flimby, U.K. New Balance employs more than 4,000 
associates around the globe, and in 2013 reported worldwide sales of $2.73 billion. To learn more about how 
New Balance Makes Excellent Happen, please visit http://www.newbalance.com. 
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Go “Fastah” With New Balance’s Limited Edition Boston Shoe 
By Jack Andrade  
Boston.com Correspondent | 03.24.15 | 6:46 PM 

In most places, runners train to get faster. In Boston, they work to get fastah.  

New Balance understands the difference.  

Ahead of the 2015 Boston Marathon, the Brighton-based footwear manufacturer has unveiled yet another 
sneaker paying homage to its hometown. The Boston edition of its award-winning Fresh Foam Zante shoe 
has “Fastah” written across its outsole and an insole featuring the city’s skyline. 

	  

 “We take a lot of pride in being a Boston-based company, this is our hometown,” says Claire Wood, Senior 
Product Manager for Performance Running at New Balance. “Boston is where we live, work and train. It is 
important for us to honor our roots and the incredible running heritage we have here in Boston. Every year, this 
shoe pays respect to our storied city and the many runners that flock here throughout the year to train and 
run.”  

The Fresh Foam Zante was named the 2015 Road Shoe of the Year by Competitor.com. With a release date 
of April 6, this “Boston” shoe follows in the footsteps of several limited edition predecessors, including last 
year’s #LoveBoston shoe. 

 


